
Social, Humanitarian and Cultural Committee  
Topic A: 
The Question of Improving Internet Security to Prevent 
Cybercrime 

i. Introduction to the topic 

 

Today’s world is more interconnected than ever before. Across the world, the internet             

continues to transform how we connect with others, organize the flow of things, and              

share information. With its growing influence on individual consumers and large           

economies alike, it has become a crucial part of our day-to-day lives. As of 2017, there                

were an estimated 3.9 billion Internet users worldwide . This accounts for more than half              1

of the global population, with China having the biggest online population at 829 million              

users, followed by India at 560 million and the United States at 293 million.  2

Yet, for all its advantages, increased connectivity brings an increased risk of abuse,             

theft, and fraud. As the world population becomes more reliant on modern technology, it              

is now more likely to come across cyber-attacks such as corporate security breaches,             

spear phishing, and social media fraud. Complementary cybersecurity and law          

enforcement capabilities are critical to safeguarding and securing cyberspace.         

Cybercrime is an evolving form of transnational crime. The complex nature of the crime              

as one that takes place in the borderless realm of cyberspace is compounded by the               

increasing involvement of organized crime groups. Perpetrators of cybercrime and their           

victims can be located in different regions, and its effects can ripple through societies              

around the world, highlighting the need to mount an urgent, dynamic and international             

response. 

 

 

1 “Number of Internet Users Worldwide 2005-2018.” Statista, https://www.statista.com/statistics/273018/number-of-internet-users-worldwide/. 

2 “Number of Internet Users in Selected Countries 2019.” Statista, 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/262966/number-of-internet-users-in-selected-countries/. 



ii. Definition of key terms 

Cybercrime 

A form of criminal activity in which the computer and the network are the objects of the                 

crime carried out by means of technology. 

Cybersecurity 

The practice of defending computers, servers, mobile devices, electronic systems,          

networks, and data from malicious attacks. 

Hacking 

An attempt to exploit a computer system or a private network inside a computer,              

unauthorised access to or control over computer network security systems for some            

illicit purpose. 

Deep Web 

The largest part of the Internet information and data which is inaccessible to             

conventional search engines. 

Dark Net 

Part of the deep web, more specifically the portion of the Internet that is intentionally               

hidden from search engines, uses masked IP addresses and is accessible only with a              

special web browser. 

UNODC 

Acronym for United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, a UN organisation whose aim is               

to fight and prevent cybercrime. 

 

 



iii. Background information  

As technology advances and more people rely on the internet to store sensitive             

information such as banking or credit card information, criminals increasingly attempt to            

steal that information. Cybercrime is becoming more of a threat to people across the              

world. Raising awareness about how information is being protected and the tactics            

criminals use to steal that information continues to grow in importance. According to the              

FBI's Internet Crime Complaint Center in 2014, there were 269,422 complaints filed.            

With all the claims combined, there was a reported total loss of $800,492,073. 

But cybercrime does not yet seem to be on the average person's radar. There are 1.5                

million cyber-attacks annually, that means that there are over 4,000 attacks a day, 170              

attacks every hour, or nearly three attacks every minute, with studies showing us that              

only 16% of victims had asked the people who were carrying out the attacks to stop.                

Anybody who uses the internet for any reason can be a victim, which is why it is                 

important to be aware of how one is being protected while online.  

The United Nations has not only been aware of the phenomenon of cybercrime and his               

consequences, but it has also taken numerous steps to help the world cope with the               

issue. The UNODC Global Programme on Cybercrime provides focused technical          

assistance for capacity building, prevention and awareness-raising, international        

cooperation and analysis on the phenomenon, principally in developing countries. 

Broadly, cybercrime can be described as having cyber-dependent offences,         

cyber-enabled offences and, as a specific crime-type, online child sexual exploitation           

and abuse. 

● Cyber-dependent crime requires an ICT infrastructure and is often typified as the            

creation, dissemination and deployment of malware, ransomware, attacks on         

critical national infrastructure (e.g. the cyber-takeover of a power-plant by an           

organised crime group) and taking a website offline by overloading it with data (a              

DDOS attack). 



● Cyber-enabled crime is that which can occur in the offline world but can also be               

facilitated by ICT. This typically includes online frauds, purchases of drugs online            

and online money laundering. 

● Child Sexual Exploitation and Abuse includes abuse on the clear internet,           

darknet forums and, increasingly, the exploitation of self-created imagery via          

extortion - known as "sextortion". 

What most people see online is only a small portion of the data that's out there on the                  

"clearnet". Most search engines, for example, only index 4% of the internet. The Deep              

Web, which is defined as a part of the World Wide Web that is not discoverable by                 

search engines, includes password-protected information - from social networks through          

to email servers. The Darknet is a collection of thousands of websites that use              

anonymity tools like TOR to encrypt their traffic and hide their IP addresses. The high               

level of anonymity in the digital space enables criminals to act without being easily              

detected. The darknet is most known for black-market weapon sales, drug sales and             

child abuse streaming.  

The Global Programme is designed to respond flexibly to identified needs in developing             

countries by supporting Member States to prevent and combat cybercrime in a holistic             

manner. The main geographic nexus for the Cybercrime Programme in 2017 are            

Central America, Eastern Africa, MENA and South East Asia & the Pacific with key aims               

of: 

● Increased efficiency and effectiveness in the investigation, prosecution and         

adjudication of cybercrime, especially online child sexual exploitation and abuse,          

within a strong human-rights framework; 

● Efficient and effective long-term whole-of-government response to cybercrime,        

including national coordination, data collection and effective legal frameworks,         

leading to a sustainable response and greater deterrence; 



● Strengthened national and international communication between government,       

law enforcement and the private sector with increased public knowledge of           

cybercrime risks.  

iv. Major countries and organizations involved  

Because internet interconnectivity has rapidly increased over the past years, almost           

every country suffers cybercrime. For example, the United States of America, commonly            

recognized as the birthplace of cybersecurity legislation, suffers the highest percentage           

of global espionage (54%), with the next most spied country being South Korea (only              

6%).  

In 2015, the United States Office of Personnel Management was hacked and this             

resulted in over 20 million government employees’ sensitive information being leaked to            

the public, including some confidential information about intelligence community         

officials.  3

 

Here you can see a graph that represents malware rates over the world.  4

 

3Sanger, David E. “U.S. Decides to Retaliate Against China's Hacking.” The New York Times, The New 
York Times, 31 July 2015, 
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/08/01/world/asia/us-decides-to-retaliate-against-chinas-hacking.html. 
4Murnane, Kevin. “Cyber Security: The World's Best And Worst Presented With A Well-Designed 
Infographic.” Forbes, Forbes Magazine, 8 May 2017, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/kevinmurnane/2017/05/04/cyber-security-the-worlds-best-and-worst-present
ed-with-a-well-designed-infographic/#22ebdabb4416. 



Organizations involved are: 

- The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is a UN agency which studies           

study cyber activity and sets standards for governments to follow. It is            

responsible for coordinating efforts on these issues of cybercrime.  5

 

- The European Union Agency for Network and Information Security's (ENISA)          

provides guidance on how to develop a national cybersecurity strategy. Its goal is             

to achieve a boost cooperation between EU states.  6

 

- Interpol; the sole organization that can truly track cybercrime, being the world’s            

largest policing organization. Interpol runs a number of programmes, aimed at           

researching cybercrime events and trends with the help of international experts           

on the matter, to then communicate to member states to ensure their preparation             

for a possible attack. In the last 6 years, they have shut down 4 illegal               

organisations that were varied forms of cybercrime, including the ransomware of           

sexual content, illegal online gambling and tampering with local government          

websites and servers. 

 

- There are also several NGOs such as: 

- The International Association of Cybercrime Prevention, which provides        

training and information on what cybercrime is and how it can be            

prevented.  7

5 “About International Telecommunication Union (ITU).” About ITU, 
https://www.itu.int/en/about/Pages/default.aspx.  
6Kkienerm. “Cybercrime Module 8 Key Issues: National Cybersecurity Strategies - Lifecycles, Good Practices and 
Repositories.” Cybercrime Module 8 Key Issues: National Cybersecurity Strategies - Lifecycles, Good Practices and 
Repositories,https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/cybercrime/module-8/key-issues/national-cybersecurity-strategies---lifecyc
les--good-practices-and-repositories.html. 
7“About Us: International Association Fighting Cyber Crimes.” Cyber Crimes, 
http://cybercrime-en.org/about-us-cyber-crimes. 



- The Cyber Peace Foundation, involved in raising awareness and providing          

educational, counselling and training services to citizens and governments         

and companies, universities and more.  8

 

v. Timeline of events 

1981 - First conviction of a cybercrime to an individual, Ian Murphy (hacker of the               

AT&T’s computer system. 

1997 - GA8 meeting in Washington D.C: First international attempts to combat            

cybercriminals and create legislation for cybercrime  

1999 - the first successful ‘email virus’ was sent to more than 1 million users and                

generated about 80 million dollars in damage.  

2001 - convention in Budapest for cybercrime, the first legal document is written up to               

directly address the issue of cybercrime and cybersecurity.  

2006 - China’s information about Aerospace Science & Industry Corporation (CASIC)           

was spied. China’s Ministry of State Security said that foreign hackers were 42% from              

Taiwan and 25% from the US. 

2008 - Both Republican and Democratic electoral campaigns in the USA were hacked             

through their databases by unknown intruders. 

2012 - Kaspersk, a Russian firm discovered a worldwide cyber-attack dubbed “Red            

October,” that had been operating since at least 2007. These hackers gather            

information through weaknesses such as Microsoft Word and Excel. The virus collected            

information on many countries about their government, research firms, military          

installations, energy providers, and more.  

2013 - NATO defence ministers agreed that the Alliance’s cyber-defence capability           

should be fully operational by the autumn, extending protection to all the networks             

owned and operated by the Alliance. 

8“Cyber Peace Foundation.” Recent Updates, Likedin, 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cyberpeacefoundation. 



2016 - The UNODC launches cybercrime repository, the first database containing           

international legislation and law regarding cybercrime.  9

 

For a more detailed timeline, visit: 

https://www.le-vpn.com/history-cyber-crime-origin-evolution/  

 

vi. Relevant UN treaties  

Creation of a global culture of cybersecurity, January 2003.  10

Creation of a global culture of cybersecurity and the protection of critical information 

infrastructures January 2004.  11

Creation of a global culture of cybersecurity and taking stock of national efforts to              

protect critical information infrastructures, March 2010.  12

vii. Previous attempts to solve the issue 

 

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 

The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), has been working with             

various tools to find criminals and detect possible criminal abuse or activity. Its work              

involves more than 50 countries and it supplies the necessary tools and training to aid               

this research. An example of their work and progress is that an online predator who               

9Nato. “The History of Cyber Attacks - a Timeline.” NATO Review, 
https://www.nato.int/docu/review/2013/Cyber/timeline/EN/index.htm. 
10“Resolution Adopted by the General Assembly.” General Assembly, United Nations, 
https://www.itu.int/ITU-D/cyb/cybersecurity/docs/UN_resolution_57_239.pdf. 
11“Resolution Adopted by the General Assembly .” General Assembly, United Nations, 
https://www.itu.int/ITU-D/cyb/cybersecurity/docs/UN_resolution_58_199.pdf. 
12“United Nations Official Document.” United Nations, United Nations, 
https://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/64/211. 

https://www.le-vpn.com/history-cyber-crime-origin-evolution/


targeted more than 80 kids, was found, arrested and convicted using measures taught             

by the UNODC.  13

Increased National and International Cooperation and Preparation of Staff 

With cybercrime becoming a bigger issue, awareness and cooperation became          

an important way to try and solve the issue. International cooperation was made             

stronger with the Intergovernmental Expert Group (IEG), which is a group that brings             

experts together with the objective of discussing the issue of cybercrime. This group has              

met the UNODC in its headquarters in Vienna for various years now, to discuss the               14

problem.  

Companies and businesses have also become more aware of the increasing           

cyber-attacks, therefore they have started to pay more attention to programmes that            

help increase communication between them, or they have found new ways to prevent             

cybercrimes. Staff belonging to businesses and companies have also become more           

knowledgeable when it comes to cybercrimes and how to try to prevent them. This has               

helped companies be more safe with their private information. 

viii. Possible solutions  

Increasing Governmental Action and Laws 

Nations and governments need to be more aware of the dangers that any type of               

cybercrime has on the population. At this stage, communication is vital for the             

improvement of tools and techniques to help catch cybercriminals. More governmental           

action would mean that more is done to solve this issue like increasing communication              

between countries and organisations, or increasing the amount of money invested in            

equipment and tools used to find cybercriminals, leading to a more successful and a              

safer future. Moreover, assisting and supplying developing countries with resources and           

13 “Taking Action Where We Can to Stop Cybercrime.” United Nations, 30 Apr. 2018, 

https://unicwash.org/oped-cybercrime/. 
14 “Taking Action Where We Can to Stop Cybercrime.” United Nations, 30 Apr. 2018, 
https://unicwash.org/oped-cybercrime/. 



materials is also a great way of reducing cybercrime rates in areas where it is very                

common. Furthermore, more legal actions have to be taken in developing countries, so             

that the severity of punishments can increase, gaps can be closed and people can be               

protected from dangerous situations, improving cybersecurity.  

 

Continue the Spread of Awareness 

Although this sounds simple and would not appear to act as a direct solution,              

raising more awareness would be a great way of using the power that nations and               

governments have, to help prevent numerous undesired situations. The government          

could help raise more awareness, companies and schools could hold lectures, and            

parents could teach their kids about the dangers that these situations have. This would              

help increase the awareness that each person has of the consequences and impacts it              

could have on someone’s life, which would prevent more crimes from happening with             

innocent people.  
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